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ABSTRACT
In multi-cloud paradigm, cloud providers collaborate to form adhoc and ephemeral groups to fulfill the request of a single customer.
In such settings, malevolent cloud providers may be tempted to
provide cloud services that are below the expected quality. This
temptation is further exacerbated by the inability of customers to
effectively identify the responsible of service outage or degradation.
Furthermore, the highly competitive nature of cloud marketplaces leads each provider to propose regularly innovative new
services, making the system open and highly dynamic. The introduction of new cloud services into the system challenges the
established trust order as customers and providers must accept the
risk of taking decisions under uncertainty. This problem, known
as the cold-start problem, have been studied in the literature from
the perspective of the individuals (providers/customers) but to the
best of our knowledge, no prior work tried to address it from the
perspective of the exchanged services and resources.
To that aim, we propose in this paper a similarity-based trust
model that tackles both multi-cloud (i.e., group-repution) and services high turnover (i.e., cold-start). In our model, past similar experiences are transferred to the providers proposing new services to
enable and boost decision making and collaboration. We propose
also a schema to derive multi-cloud trust using both customers and
providers feedback experiences. We present also evaluations results
to show the benefit of using our proposal and their impact on the
simulated cloud-marketplace.
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INTRODUCTION

Multi-Cloud paradigm, or Clouds-of-Clouds [15], is the concomitant use of multiple cloud infrastructures to mainly get benefit from
at least one of the following advantages: (a) minimize the ”vendor
lockin” risk that arise in tradition single cloud approaches, (b) improve the availability and fault-tolerance of cloud services using
load balancing workloads between providers, and (c) comply with
geographical proximity constraints imposed by business strategies
or legal requirements1 reducing services’ vulnerability to denial of
service attacks, and services outage. Consequently, companies are
actively trying to avail themselves of the best from each offer.
In this paper, we focus on Cloud Market Places (CMP) wherein
cloud providers (CSPs) and cloud customers (CSCs) interact around
cloud services. The services desired by a customer are expressed
using requests and those offered by the provider are described using
offers. The interactions between Cloud Providers and Cloud Consumers are formalized as agreements (Service Level Agreements).
An agreement is a legal contract that binds a cloud customer with
the provider that is responsible of fulfilling his request. Unlike
traditional approaches, in this work we are particularly interested
in multi-clouds situations in which the request of a customer can
only be fulfilled by multiple-providers. In sum, the Cloud Market
Place (CMP) System Model can be defined at a time t by:
CMP = hC, Q, P, O, S, M, A, Eit
(1)
Where C = {c1, c 2 , ...} is the set of customers, Q = {q 1 , q 2 , ...}
is the set of queries, P = {p1 , p2 , ..., pl } is the set of providers,
O = {o 1 , o 2 , ...} is the set of offers, S = {s 1 , s 2 , ...} is the set
of cloud services, M = {m 1 , m 2 , ...} is the set of multi-clouds,
A = {a 1 , a 2 , ...} is the set of agreements, E = {e 1 , e 2 , ...} is the
set of customers experiences. In what follows, we make use of
c, r , p, o, s, m, a, e to refer to, respectively, an arbitrary customer,
query, provider, offer, service, multi-cloud, agreement and experience.
Moving to multi-clouds brings to discussion serious security
and privacy risks with a high potential harm to customers’ and
users’ data and services. Indeed, the infrastructure offered by an
1 European Level Directive 95/46/EC and the recent General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) released in 2016 with with all European companies must comply with.
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untrusted provider can be considered as a hostile environment
wherein security objectives cannot be guaranteed. Thus, despite
deploying appropriate security mechanisms, cloud provider must
provide sufficient guarantees to gain customers’ trustworthiness.

1.1

the whole multi-clouds that is responsible of any failure, and calls
for appropriate mechanisms to assist clou d customers in selecting
appropriate candidates.
Cloud Market Place

Problem Statement

In the cloud ecosystem, Security Service Level Agreements (SSLAs)
are considered as a good trust enabler as they represent a legal document that certifies the providers’ willingness to meet customers’s
expected Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Quality-of-Protection (QoP)
[15]. From the cloud provider perspective, Qo(S&P) metrics provide
a good indicator of the infrastructure capacities, while the same metrics from the customer perspective testify about the performances
experienced by the cloud customer. The processing of Qo(S&P)
metrics usually includes a customers × providers experiences matrix, as shown hereafter. Each matrix represent the experiences
that all customers of the system (∀c ∈ C) had with cloud providers
(i.e., ∀p ∈ P) for a particular cloud service s ∈ S. Rows represent
experiences issued by a certain customer, while columns reflect the
experiences expressed with respect to a particular provider2 .
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The approach we advocate in this paper is to make use of theses
experiences when assessing the trust that a customer can put in the
candidate multi-cloud. As illustrated in Figure 1, before making a
decision about the provider to engage with, for a specific service s,
the requesting customer c will make use of a trust model to derive a
trust value based on past-experiences. Then during the transaction
(i.e., Cloud Service Delivery), the CSC c will make use of monitoring
mechanisms to observe the behavior of the provider. We make
the reasonable assumption that all service level objectives (SLOs)
conveyed in an SSLA agreement (i.e., a ∈ A) can be monitored and
that monitoring information are reliable and could not be tempered.
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Figure 1: Classical Feedback-Based Trust Assessement
Nevertheless, the problem we address in this paper is different
as providers are grouped into multi-clouds, as illustrated in Figure 2, wherein they engage to satisfy ”collectively ” the query of a
unique customer. In such settings, dishonest cloud providers may
be tempted to deliver services and protection mechanisms which
quality level do not meet the expected/agreed standards. This situation is particularly interesting as from the customer perspective, its
2 The
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exact semantic of each experience Exs :y is presented in Section 2.1
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Figure 2: An example of a Cloud Market Place composed of
three multi-Clouds
Here, the virtualization infrastructure (e.g., SUPERCLOUD Framework [15, 21]) that coordinates and orchestrates the uniform delivery of cloud-services, prevents the customers from having access
to details about the concrete provider delivering the services under
use. Consequently, in case of any service disruption, the customer
can only identify the multi-cloud, or at least the set of providers
that delivering that type of service, as responsible of that failure.
Therefore, we assume that, similarly to what is done by customers, the providers’ processing of internal Qo(P&S) metrics implies the existence of a Providers × Providers experiences matrix
as illustrated hereafter.
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The above matrix is traditionally used by cloud providers to select
the best candidate provider to collaborate with within a multi-cloud
(cf., [20]). In our approach, we advocate the extension of it’s use to
customers as it contains accurate and valuable information about
the effective level of fulfillment of each provider in their previous
interactions [19].

1.2

Contributions

In order to address the aforementioned issues, we first propose
to extend the group reputation theory [3] to include group-level
reflexive reputation. In other words, customers will make use of
provider’s experiences with each other during trust assessment.
Furthermore, the highly competitive nature of cloud marketplaces leads each provider to propose regularly innovative new
services, making the system open and highly dynamic. The introduction of new cloud services into the system challenges the
established trust order as customers and providers have to make decision under uncertainty. The uncertainty is due to the absence/lack
of quantitative and qualitative monitoring data about the behavior
of cloud providers in delivering these services.

Enabling Trust Assessment In Clouds-of-Clouds:
A Similarity-Based Approach
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To that aim, we propose a similarity-based trust model in which
the lack of experiences of new services is compensated by transferring similar experiences. The intuition behind our proposal is that
providers showing good fulfillment level of services of a certain
type are more likely (and competent) to exhibit similar behavior
with newly introduced services.

1.3

Paper structure

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the details of the similarity-based trust model we propose
to tackle the problems introduced previously. Then in Section 3 we
describe the experimental results we obtained in order to evaluate
the benefits of our approach. In Section 4, we review the related
works. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2

TRUST MANAGEMENT ISSUE WITHIN
CLOUDS-OF-CLOUDS

Our trust model takes advantage of the assessments that customers
and providers establish after each transaction to express their degree of satisfaction towards the quality of service provided by the
collaborating partner. We advocate the use of cloud monitoring
services to detect any deviation from the expected quality of service
agreed upon by cloud customers and providers. Individual experiences are thus aggregated to compute a reputation that reflects
the trustworthiness of a provider. Unlike traditional approaches,
our model is used by CSCs to assess the trustworthiness of candidates multi-clouds as a set of cloud providers and not only a single
provider. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
attempts to address such a composite assessment of trust in Cloud
environments.
To proceed, we specify hereafter the schema we propose to make
this assessment.
q

q

q

Tc:m : (α × TC:m ) + (|1 − α | × TP:m )

(2)

As stated in Equation 2, the trust of a cloud customer towards
a set of providers organized into a multi-cloud is function of the
q
q
CSCs Trust TC:m and the CSPs Trust TP:m . CSCs Trust refers to the
trust that the customers (i.e., ∀c ∈ C) are willing to put into the
providers that constitute the multi-cloud m. Analogously, the CSPs
Trust reflects the trust that providers (i.e., ∀p ∈ P) are willing to put
in each other. We make use of α ∈ [0, 1] to balance the importance
of each type of trust in the final trust value.
In what follows, we first show how experiences are aggregated
to compute a reputation value. Then we describe how this value is
used to compute both customers and providers trust.

2.1

Experiences aggregation

In state-of-the-art trust and reputation approaches [10, 11], the
trust that a customer c is willing to put into a provider is function
of the experience derived from prior transactions. The experiences
constitute customers’ and providers’ feedback and reflect their level
of satisfaction with respect to the expected quality of service and
s ⊆ E the chronologically ordered set of
protection. We denote Ec:p
experiences issued by the customer c towards the provider p for

hc,p,si

a specific delivered service s. Each experience ei
stored in the system as a quintuplet 3 :
hc,p,si

ei

= hc, p, s, υ, ti

s is
∈ Ec:p

(3)

hc,p,si
ei

maps the services provided by p towards a customer c
at a time t to a fulfillment level υ. For simplicity, we make use of a
normalized rating scale of [0, 1]. For instance, in the following experience example hc, p, availability, 0.9995, ti, the monitored value
99, 95% (corresponds to the QoS Level Objective that represents
availability of cloud services) is mapped to the normalized 0.9995
value. We assume that categorical values are mapped to true if
the service level is met and f alse if not. These values are then
converted to, respectively, 0 and 1.
The aggregation of individual and collective experiences constitute a reputation value. Computing the reputation of a set of
providers (i.e., multi-cloud) is known in the literature as group
reputation [3]. Few works tried to address it and no real consensus
exists about how to obtain it. In this paper, we get inspired from the
Simple Additive Weighting approach [12] and propose to proceed
in two steps:
(1) First, we compute individual reputation of each provider.
The schema used is identical for both customers and providers
and will be presented in 2.2.
(2) Then the computed individual reputation values are combined to compute a collective reputation for the candidate
multi-cloud. This step is described in 2.3.

2.2

Computation of Customers’ Trust

The general formula used to aggregate experiences into reputation
values is defined as follows
Pλ  hc,p,si 
).υ
i=1 (ei
s
Rc:p
=
(4)
λ
Where :
s | ij =⇒ e .t ≥ e .t
∀ei , e j ∈ Ec:p
i
j

In Equation 4, the reputation built based on the experiences of a
customer c towards a provider p for a service s is the weighted sum
of the fulfillment levels υ. We make use of the constant λ to express
how fast the reputation value of the provider changes after each
experience. The larger the value of λ, the longer the memory of the
system is. In other words, the constant λ reflects the willingness
of a customer to forgive past negative experiences [22]. It avoids
that providers suffer too much from their initial poor behavior
which may sentence all the system. Thus in the formula 4, only
the λ last experiences witnessed are used to compute the reputation.
As each provider may propose different services, the aggregation
of experiences need to be performed for each of the services offered
by the provider. If one needs to compute the provider general
reputation, a simple mean over all his ’service specific’ reputation
values is sufficient to obtain that value.
3 Experiences

are issued by both providers and customers. The same format applies,
indistinghusbaly, to both types.
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s captures the reputation that c associates to the provider
While Rc:p
c, the open and dynamic nature of cloud marketplaces oblige use to
consider situations in which c have very limited to no past experience with the candidate provider p. In such settings, the traditional
way to proceed is to consider both direct (i.e., individual) experience
and indirect (i.e., collective) experiences that have been relayed by
other customers.
To address this issue, we build on the Formula 4 to obtain two
s and R̃ s . R
~ c:p
~s
customers reputation metrics R
c:p c:p capture the direct
reputation of a customer towards a provider as presented in Formula
s captures the provider overall reputation based on all
4, while R̃c:p
customers experiences.

R̃ sC:p =

|C| f
X

g
~ cs :p × 1
R
i
|C|
i=1

(5)

As discussed previously, one of the particularities of the problem
addressed in this paper lies in the heterogeneous nature of multiclouds. Indeed, when a multi-cloud m candidates to fulfill a query q,
the services required within the query q are planned to be fulfilled
by different cloud providers. For instance, a provider pi can be
responsible of storing and encrypting data while another provider
p j will host only unencrypt data. Therefore, we make use of ms to
refer to the subset of a multi-cloud that is responsible of delivering
the service s. Consequently, trust values are made purpose specific
as they are computed based on the services the providers’ are responsible of. The direct and indirect trust of customer towards a
group of providers ms delivering a service s within the multi-cloud
m is specified are follows.
s
T~c:m
s =
s
T̃ C:m
s

=

s
|m
X|

i=1
|C|
X

f

s
~ c:p
R
×
i

g

f
T~ s

i=1

ci

g
:m s

1
|ms |

(6)

1
×
|C|

(7)
s
~ c:p
R
i

In the above equation, the individual reputation
are aggres
~
gated to build individual trust assessments T s that are later one
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In Formula 11, β and |β − 1| are weights used to balance between
the direct and indirect trust such as β ∈ [0, 1]. For instance, if
β = 0.5 the customer will give equal importance to direct and
indirect trust.

2.3

The Multi-Cloud Reflexive Trust

From a theoretical point of view, the trustworthiness of a group of
providers organized into a multi-cloud from the provider’s point of
view can be modeled as an aggregation of the trust that each member of P is willing to put into the participants in the multi-cloud. In
this section, we will describe how the experiences providers have
with each other during their previous interactions as members of
the same multi-cloud can be used to compute the trustworthiness
of a multi-cloud.
To proceed, we first adapt the Formula 4 to compute the reputation of a provider from another provider perspective.
 R
~s
 pi :p j ∀pi , p j ∈ P/i , j
~ ps :p = 
R
(12)
i j
 1 if i = j

We assume in Formula 12 that trust is reflexive so that the repus = 1).
tation of a provider towards itself is optimal (i.e., ∀p ∈ P, Rp:p
Once the aggregation of providers’ experience is done, we adapt
the schema we used with cusomers trust in Section 2.2 to derive
the direct and indirect trust towards the multi-cloud. The obtained
formulas are reported hereafter.
s
~m:p
R
=

R̃ sP:p =
s
T~m:m
s =

s
T~P:m
s =

c:m

s
used to build collective trust assessments T̃ C:m
s Once we have computed ’service specific’ trust values, we aggregate these values to
derive multi-cloud level trust as follows.

q
T~m:m =

q

q
T~c:m
q

=

T̃ C:m =

|q |
X

T̃ P:m =

1
∀si ∈ q
×
|q|

(8)

1
si
T~C:m
∀si ∈ q
s ×
|q|
i=1

(9)

i=1
|q |
X

si
T~c:m
s

(10)
At this stage, we can define how the customers’s trust towards a
q
s ) and indirect
provider Tc:p is derived based on the direct (i.e., T~c:m
s ) trust values.
(i.e., T̃ C:m
q
q
q
TC:m = (β × T~c:m ) + (|1 − β | × T̃ C:m )

(11)

|m | f
X

g
~ ps :p × 1
R
i
|P |
i=1

(13)

|P | f
X
g
~ ps :p × 1
R
i
|P |
i=1

(14)

s
|m
X|

i=1
s
|m
X|

i=1
|q |
X
i=1
|q |
X
i=1

f
g
s
~m:p
R
×
i

1
|ms |

(15)



~s
R
P:pi ×

1
|ms |

(16)

si
T~m:m
si ∈ q
s

(17)

si
T~P:m
si ∈ q
s

(18)

At this stage, we can define how the providers’ trust towards
q
q
a multi-cloud TP:m is derived based on the direct (i.e., T~m:m ) and
q
indirect (i.e., T̃ P:m ) multi-clouds trust values.
q
q
q
TP:m = (γ × T~m:m ) + (|1 − γ | × T̃ P:m )
(19)
Here again, we assume that the trust of a multi-cloud is function
of the trust of all providers towards the members of the multi-cloud
and the reflexive trust of these members towards the constituted
multi-cloud. Similarly to Formula 11, we make use of the weighting
factor γ to balance the importance of each type of trust withing
Formula 19.
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Similarity-based Trust Bootstraping

We explained in Section 1.1 the inherent difficulty to obtain critical
amount of experiences to build a pertinent reputation in open an
dynamic environments such as Cloud Marketplaces. The settings
justifying this difficulty have been characterized in the literature
as the coldstart and newcomers problems [5].
We present in this Section a way to extend the use of the trust
model we proposed previously to process similarity-based experiences. The objective is to allow a cloud customer to compute the
trust he could put in providers proposing new services based on
their past behavior delivering similar services. When requesting a
newly introduced service s, the customer c will perform a similaritybased trust assessment about the multi-cloud m when the following
conditions hold: (a) c is unable to acquire direct and (service s)
specific trust evaluation for m and (b) no indirect experiences about
m providing s can be obtained after processing E.
To proceed, we assume the existence of a function Sim that computes the similarity between any two arbitrarily selected services
among S 4 . We define the similarity function Sim as follows:
Sim : S × S → [0, 1]

(20)

The result of Sim(si , s j ) reflects the proximity between the services si and s j . We assume that the function Sim is reflexive (i.e.,
∀s ∈ S, Sim(s, s) = 1) and symmetric (i.e., ∀si ,s j ∈ S, Sim(si , s j ) =
Sim(s j , si )). We also make the assumption that if we compute
Sim(si , s j ) = x and Sim(s j , sk ) = y, nothing meaningful could be
inferred from x and y about the value of Sim(si , sk ) as we believe
that transitivity do not hold, unless a problem specific settings.
Based on the above similarity function, we define the set of
similar services of level n with respect to the service si as follows:
n
} | n ∈ [0, 10]
(21)
10
In Formula 21, n reflects the minimal degree of similarity that we
admit in each set. Similarity degree of 10 means that the services
are identical, while a degree of 0 means that any service is admitted
in the set Ss0i (i.e., ∀s ∈ S, Ss0 = S). In this last setting, we fall
in the classical generic trust mechanisms in which providers are
associated to a generic reputation metric.
Now we build on Formula 20 and Formula 21 to introduce the
n
n
extended experience set Exs :y of rank n. Exs :y is defined as follows:
Ssni = {s ∈ S|Sim(si , s) ≥

n
Exs :y = {e ∈ Exs :y |s ∈ Ssni }
(22)
Informally, the extended experiences set contains the experiences
that customer/provider x possesses about the provider y delivering
the service s, as well as experiences about y delivering any service
n ). Furthermore,
si which similarity is of rank n (i.e., Sim(s, si ) ≥ 10
we assume also that experiences are ranked in the set based on their
proximity then their chronology. Once we have defined the extend
experience set, the aggregation of theses experiences to compute
~ s n ) of rank n and the indirect reputation
the direct reputation (R
C:p
n

(R̃ sC:p ) of rank n as defined in formula 4 and formula 8 is relatively
4 The

description of the approach used to compute the similarity of two services is
out of the scope of this paper. We refer the reader to models using Ontologies [13] or
those using TF-IDF on SLA describing the cloud service [14]

straightforward. For the sake of concision, we will define only the
direct reputation as the indirect one is derived in an analogous way.
Pλ  hc,p,si i 
).υ
i=1 (ei
n
n
s
=
Rc:p
| Sim(s, si ) >=
(23)
λ
10
n
s
Where : ∀ei , e j ∈ Ec:p
i < j =⇒ (Sim(ei .s, s) ≥ Sim(e j .s, s)) ∧ (ei .t ≥ e j .t )
In this new reputation metric, only the λ most similar and most
recent experiences are used in computing the reputation of y towards x for providing the service s. We make the assumption that
this approach of proceeding will guarantee that sufficient experiences are available to make an accurate reputation trust assessment
of a candidate provider, while giving priority to the most similar
and fresher experiences. Afterwards, the generalization of the formulas used to compute the direct and indirect trust of rank n is a
straightforward. As, both processes rely on the newly computed
reputation, the changes are automatically propagated to derive then
n
n
n
n
s n , R̃ s n , T
~m:p
~ s n ,T~ q , T̃ q , T q , ..., T q .
new rank n values R
P:p m:m s c:m C:m C:m
P:m
Consequently, we will refrain from rewriting each formula and we
only present how the final trust is specified.
qn

qn

qn

Tc:m : (α × TC:m ) + (|1 − α | × TP:m )
(24)
Obviously, when specifying a rank n = 10, the trust computed is
no more similarity-based and we get the same value as we would
q
have obtained if we used the schema Tc:m defined in Formula 2.
In the next section, we describe the algorithm used by each
customer to select the best candidates using the trust model we
sketched in this section.

2.5

Trustworthy Multi-Clouds Selection

Algorithm 1: Selects the most trustworthy multi-cloud MT MC
candidate
FindMTMC (c, q, M q , E, ℵ)
inputs : -A customer c from C
-An active query q broadcasted by c
-A set of candidate multi-clouds for query q
-The set of all experiences shared CMP
-Services similarity degree ℵ ∈ [0, 10]
output : The most trustworthy multi-cloud denoted M ∗
M ∗ ← ∅;
HiдhestTrust ← 0 ;
T ← 0;
foreach multi-cloud mi ∈ M q do
qℵ

T ← Tc:mi ;
if T > HiдhestTrust then
HiдhestTrust ← T ;
M ∗ ← mi ;
return M ∗ ;
At this stage, we have introduced the necessary schema to compute the trust level of each multi-cloud. In this section, we present
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briefly the Algorithm we use to find the most trustworthy multicloud candidate for a specific cloud query q. Once the query is
issued, we assume that providers are grouped into multi-cloud and
replies to the query q with an offer. When the offer satisfies the
query requirements, the multi-cloud is added to the set M q representing eligible candidates for query q. The objective of Algorithm
?? presented hereafter is to process each candidate and calculate
qℵ

it’s trustworthiness degree with Tc:mi . The similarity degree used
to compute this trust is user-specific input parameter. With ℵ, the
user decides the extent to which he wants that the experience used
to compute trust matches the services requested in the query q (i.e.,
Similarity-Level). The impact of the parameter ℵ on the efficiency
of the computed trust degree will be evaluated in Section 3, as well
as the overall approach.

3

EVALUATION

To evaluate the relevance and benefits of our trust model, we setup
a simulation experiments using the Multi-Agent Simulation Platform Repast Symphony [17]. In this section, we fist present the
simulation model. Then we provide details about the settings we
used for this model. Finally, we describe the results we obtained
with different settings.

3.1

Simulation Model

The simulation model consists of two separate groups of (software)
agents representing Cloud customers (i.e., elements from C) and
Cloud providers (.i.e., elements from P). Parties share a common
market place wherein providers advertise cloud service offers (i.e.,
elements from O) and customer propagate cloud service queries
(i.e., elements from Q).
Simulation time is continuous and each interval {t, t + δt } represent a round of simulation. Within each round, each provider
reviews his active SSLA agreements (i.e., elements from A) and
decides what level of service he will deliver, for each service of each
agreement. The compliance of a provider to an SSLA is function of
a behavioral probability ω ∈ [0, 1].
Cloud customers can be in two states, (a) running services, (b)
pending offers. When a customer is running his services in the
system, he will make an assessment of the service level effectively
delivered by the multi-cloud he contracted with. If no active contract is running, the customer will wait for candidates for each offer,
then selects the most trustworthy multi-cloud after a fraction of
time π · δt. If the customer receives only one offer, a minimal trustworthiness threshold ϕ ∈ [0, 1] is used to exclude untrustworthy
or not-sufficiently trustworthy candidates.
The propensity of interaction (i.e., issuing queries for customers
and making offers for providers) is set using a probabilistic value
χ ∈ [0, 1]. We assume also that at each round, customers, (resp
providers) can join/leave the cloud market place with a probability
of ζ C (resp. ζ P ), introducing a certain degree of dynamism in
the simulation. When a customer/provider decides to leave the
system, he waits until he finishes all his active contracts to make
his departure effective.
Cloud services exchanged within the marketplace are represented with a numerical value τ to allow their comparison. Initially,
the system contains 20 different types of services that are affected
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randomly to cloud providers. We also make use of a probability
parameter ζ S to make the set of cloud services offered in the system
evolve during the simulation.

3.2

Simulation Settings

In our simulation, we have created 1000 cloud providers, and 30
cloud customers with the particularity that none of the providers
is able to fulfill any of the customers request alone, making the
creation of multi-clouds a necessity for them.
The default ζ C and ζ P parameters have been fixed to 0.05, which
means that at each round of the simulation 5 customers and/or
providers leave/join the system. Similarly, we set ζ S to 0.01 to
make one new service appear at each round.
Moreover, the offers waiting duration was fixed to 10 rounds
(i.e., π = 10), the interaction propensity χ was set to 0.8 and the
trustworthiness minimal threshold ϕ to 0.5. All providers are also
initialized with a default reputation value of 0.5 to avoid the initial
providers’ cold-start problem.
The compliance behavior parameters ω implies the existence of
several types of providers’ behavior. In our settings, we defined
five types : Very Good Behavior (VGB), Good Behavior (GB), Normal
Behavior (NB), Bad Behavior (BB) and Very Bad Behavior (VBB).
VGB makes the provider perform as expected with almost a full
compliance with the Quality of Service and Protection stated in the
SLA. At the opposite, Providers showing a VBB are more prone to
failure as most of their SLAs are not fulfilled. Each type of providers’
behavior is defined in terms of mean and standard deviation parameters of a Gaussian distribution from which CSPs simulation
behavior will be drawn (from the range [0,1]). These parameters
are summarized the Table hereafter.
CSP profile mean StDev
VGP
0.95
0.05
GP
0.75
0.2
NP
0.50
0.05
BP
0.35
0.15
VBP
0.1
0.1
Table 1: Providers’ profile settings

In this paper, we have made the hypothesis that the same provider
can perform well for some specific services, while having very poor
results for some others. Consequently, we make use of heterogeneous profiles such as the same provider is affected a random
behavior type for each of the services he provides.
With respect to customers, the different parameters of our model
implies the existence of several types of customers. As our objective
is to compare the different features proposed by our approach, we
retained eight different profiles that we summarizes in the following
Table.
Cloud customers of type CDT (Customer Direct Trust) will serve
as control population, they rely only on their own experience when
making trust decisions. At the opposite, CIT (Customers Indirect
Trust) relies on their experiences and the experience of other customers as well. The CRT (Multi-Clouds Reflexive Trust) refers to

customers that consider using the multi-cloud providers experience with each other in their trust assessment. Two-Dimensions
Trust (2DT) refers to customers that make use of all experiences
available in the system. These customers believe that using the
experience of other customers, as well as other providers (not necessarily those involved in the multi-cloud) will strength their trust
decisions. S2DT refers to the category of customers that make use
of services similarity based experiences in their trust assessment.
By default, 2DT customers make use of similarity degree of 10
meaning that only experiences that concern the requested service
enter in consideration when computing trust. To assess the benefit
of our similarity based trust model, we make use of three additional
customers type S2DT0, S2DT3 and S2DT6 that use, respectively,
0, 3 and 6 as similarity degrees. We also make use of S2DT10 as
control population for our similarity-based model.

3.3.1 Direct Trust / Indirect Trust. We make use of this first
series of experiments to build our ground truth. For that aim, we
compare customers using only their direct experiences (i.e., CDT)
with those using other customers experience (i.e., CIT) when making their decisions. As noted in Figure 3, the population using indirect trust reached and stabilized at a higher number of contracts
more rapidly that those relying only on their individual observations. We notice however, that the excess of contracts seams to be
slightly less qualitative.
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Figure 3: Direct Trust Vs Indirect Trust Results
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Results

The results we present in this section describe our experiments with
the settings aforementioned. Each simulation consisted of 5 000
rounds, which we assume is enough to observe stable behaviors.
As stated before, we make use of 1000 cloud providers, and 30 cloud
customers. Also, the results of each customer are directly impacted
by the different probabilities we use in our model. Thus, in order
to minimize their effect on our results, and in order to explore the
space of all possible outcomes as well, all results presented plot the
mean of 20 executions of the same simulation settings.
The main metrics we refer to in our results analysis are the number of active contracts within the system (i.e., #Active Contracts)
and the mean of the experiences reported after these contracts (i.e.,
Average Experiences Value ). We believe that the first metric reflects the interaction enabling feature of our model and the second
its satisfaction efficiency.
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Simulation Rounds
Average Experiences Value

3.3

30

Average Experiences Value

α
β
γ
ℵ ζS
CDT
1
1
10 0.01
CIT
1 0.5
10 0.01
CRT
0 0.5 1 10 0.01
2DT
0.5 0.5 0.5 10 0.01
S2DT6 0.5 0.5 0.5 6
0.1
S2DT3 0.5 0.5 0.5 3
0.1
S2DT0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0
0.1
S2DT10 0.5 0.5 0.5 10 0.1
Table 2: Customers’ profile settings
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Figure 4: Multi-Clouds Reflexive Trust

3.3.2 Customers Trust with/without Providers Trust. Figure 4 shows the number of active contracts when using customers’s
profiles CIT, MRT and 2DT. The results show that introducing the
experiences that providers have had with each other reduces the
number of contracts in the system. As provider’s experiences with
each other are more accurate, the resulting reputation is more discriminant, which explains the reduced number of contracts. However, this loss of quantity in terms of contracts is compensated in
terms of quality gain as the running contracts tend to reach a much
higher level of satisfaction.
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3.3.3 Effectiveness of Similarity-Based Trust. In order to
observe the performance of our trust model when new cloud services are introduced, we changed cloud services’ dynamics probability ζ S from 0.01 to 0.1 so that 10 services will be added and/or
removed at each round. Once the new service have been selected,
providers can make offers with them.
The behavior of each provider with respect to this new service
is computed as follows. We first derive the similarity between this
service and all the services proposed by the same provider. We
identify the most similar best service (i.e., service associated to a
good behavior such as ω ≥ 0.5) and the most similar worst service
(i.e., service associated to a bad behavior such as ω < 0.5). Then
the new service behavior probability ω is derived using the mean
of ω from the two services :
ω Best Simil ar Service + ωW or st Simil ar Service
2
(25)
As a result (cf., Figure 5), customers with profile S2DT 10 was unable
to make trust assessement, making the number of active contract
collapse compared nominal settings 2DT . The other profiles S2DT6,
S2DT3 and S2DT0 succeed maintaining a reasonable amount of
contracts. However, the broad experience set used in S2DT3 and
S2DT0 due to the weak similarity level used caused loss of SLA
fulfillment level.
ω N ew Service =
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Figure 5: Similarity-Based Trust Results

As the trustworthiness of providers is specific to the services
in which they show good behavior, this trustworthiness could not
be necessarily transferred to services that are too dissimilar. From
these results it appears that a similarity level of 60% reveals to be a
good balance between safety and efficiency in the system.
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RELATED WORKS

Trust is a well established mechanism that supports cooperation
and collaboration in open and decentralized systems [8, 20]. Consequently, this concept has been extensively investigated in the last
fifteen years resulting in the emergence of numerous trust models
[10]. Each model tried to represent the information a participant
should collect about the others and proposed an evaluation schema
to derive trust from that information [20]. The objective of this
section is not to review the complete literature on this subject,
there exist several surveys that provided more comprehensive studies (c.f.[1], [11],[4], [2],[20]). Instead, we describe representative
approaches and discuss their relevance to multi-cloud computing.
In [7], the authors proposed a trust management framework for
multi-clouds in which they combined objective (i.e., SLA-Based) and
subjecive (Reputation-Based) approaches. However, their solution
relies on Trust Service Providers, which are independent third-party
trust brokers that need to be trusted by both Cloud Providers, Cloud
Service Providers and Cloud Services Users.
In [16], the authors proposed the ”Trust as a Servics” (TaaS)
framework in which the authors introduced and adaptive credibility
model that distinguishes between credible trust feedbacks and malicious feedback by considering cloud service consumers’ capability
and majority consensus of their feedbacks. In this work, trust has
been addressed only from users’ perspective.
In [9], the authors proposed a multi-facets model to manage
trust in Cloud Computing marketplaces. Like in our approach, their
model collects several attributes to assess the trustworthiness of
a Cloud Service Provider. These attributes correspond to Service
Level Objectives defined within active SLAs. Feedback information
is also collected from different sources and used alongside SLA
metrics to derive a trust score for each CSP. The authors make use
of the Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire. CAIQ is
maintained and shared by the Cloud Cloud Security Alliance and
the authors use it as a way to extract SLA compliance information
[9] .
In the Joint Risk and Trust Model (JRTM) developed in the context of the A4Cloud (Accountability for Cloud) [6]. In this approach,
statistical data collected from third party services (i.e., a Trust as
a Service Provider) are accumulated and computed to estimate
the trust that a Cloud Customer puts on a specific Cloud Service
Provider. The model relies on the assessment of the cloud service
security and privacy risk to derive a trust metric. The information used include statistics on the number of security and privacy
incidents that the CSP was subject to.
In [18] the authors defined a similarity based prediction model.
Entities (i.e., cloud users and cloud providers) are represented using
a vector of capabilities and interests. The more theses vectors are
similar the more likely trust can be established between them.
In [9] the authors presented a behavior-based trust model in
which the trust value depends on the expected behavior of the
cloud provider. The behavior of the provider is assessed with respect
to specific attributes such as security measures, compliance and
customer support. Here again, the authors focus on the perspective
of the user that tries to select the best provider.
Although the related work testifies to a steady progress in the
management of trust, to the best of our knowledge, no approach
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tried to address the issues of multi-clouds (group-reputation) and
cold-start due to services offers evolution and its impact on the
management of trust.
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[4]

CONCLUSION

We presented, in this paper, a novel trust model for multi-cloud
systems in which trust assessment is made more complex as limited
to no prior experiences are found in the system. This situation
is known in the literature as the cold-start problem. We were
particularly interested in situations wherein the cold-start is due to
a highly dynamic environment wherein new services are introduced
at a very high pace. The complexity of these systems is also due
to the virtualization infrastructure that prevents cloud customers
from identifying the responsible of service outage.
The contributions reported in this article addressed these problems in three steps. First, we have made the hypothesis that cloud
providers should have service specific trust assessment and not
global reputations as it is done in the literature. Second, we propose
to make the experiences the providers have with each other accessible to customers so they could make their their trust assessment
more accurate. Finally, proposed a similarity-based trust assessment
to enrich the experience base of customers (and providers). We
assume that this last feature will enable collaboration, minimizing
the cold-start impact on the system.
The results that have been obtained show that using similaritybased approach trust assessment allow cloud customers overcoming lack of feedback when new cloud services are proposed in the
market-place. Our model stimulates interaction in absence of experience while classical approaches tend to demonstrate a strong
dependence on the abundance of customers feedback.
The results show also that the risk of extending the experience
base to similar service is beneficial up to 60 % similarity level. Below,
we observe a clear degradation of the overall SLA fulfillment level.
In future works, more complex settings need to be studied in order
to tweak the similarity value to the best we can obtain.
The results we have obtained show that similarity-based trust
mechanisms can clearly help cloud customers make accurate and
safe trust decisions in situations where no direct or indirect prior
experience exists. We therefore conclude that our Similarity-Based
approach can assist positively cloud customers in their decision
making process.
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